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Abstract We introduce constraint relationships as a means to define qualitative
preferences on the constraints of soft constraint problems. The approach is aimed at
constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) with a high number of constraints that make
exact preference quantizations hard to maintain manually or hard to anticipate —
especially if constraints or preferences change at runtime or are extracted from natural
language text. Modelers express preferences over the satisfaction of constraints with
a clear semantics regarding preferred tuples without assigning priorities to concrete
domain values. We show how a CSP including a set of constraint relationships can
linearly be transformed into a k-weighted CSP as a representative of c-semirings
that is solved by widely available constraint solvers and compare it with existing
techniques. We demonstrate the approach by using a typical example of a dynamic
and interactive scheduling problem in AI.

1 Introduction
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e

Numerous real world problems in AI including planning, scheduling, or resource
allocation have been addressed successfully using the generic framework of constraint
satisfaction. One has to identify the decision variables of a problem as well as
constraints that regulate legal assignments.
While classical constraints can be considered “law-like” formulations that must
not be violated, preferences constitute desired properties a solution should have. For
instance, in a university timetabling problem, a constraint states that a professor
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can never give two lectures at the same time. We might prefer solutions that do not
include Friday afternoon lectures.
Real-world problems tend to become too rigid as problems become overconstrained due to additional constraints representing preferences. Pioneering approaches to this problem either change the problem by relaxing existing constraints
by adding domain values as in Partial CSP [11] or look for solutions that fulfill
as many constraints as possible as in MaxCSP [13]. Usually, we are interested in
assignments that satisfy all mandatory constraints, and enable preferences as well as
possible. We present a qualitative formalism that enables to make statements such
as “We prefer a solution that violates constraint X and satisfies Y to another one that
violates Y but satisfies X”.
Our contribution consists of two parts. First, we propose constraint relationships
that provide a useful and time-saving modeling and elicitation tool to abstractly
denote preferences. We illustrate their usage by analyzing scenarios for a typical
example of the scheduling problem. Second, we give a transformation into a kweighted CSP that respects the dominance properties we formalized and can be used
with off-the-shelf constraint solvers.
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Constraint relationships constitute a qualitative “is more important than”-relation
over constraints to denote which constraints should rather be satisfied and which
ones can be dropped if necessary. For instance, stating “having a nice view” is
more important than “spending less than three hours in a bus” models decisions
where — other parameters being equal — plans satisfying the duration constraint but
not the landscape requirement are considered worse than those offering interesting
landscapes. We argue that this is a useful and realistic approach that enables an
easy-to-use formalism for special application areas and positions itself among the AI
formalisms presented in Sect. 1.2. Constraint relationships are targeted at problems
with many constraints where preference levels are hard to maintain manually, or
dynamic constraint satisfaction problems with frequently changing constraints and
preferences. Typical applications facing these circumstances are multi-agent systems
with incomplete preferences [17].
In some applications (e.g., [9] constructed a utility model of goals of their agents
that is transferred into a numerical utility function), it is considered more natural to
denote preferences in a qualitative rather than a quantitative way which results in an
increasing interest in qualitative formalisms in AI [7]. For instance, vague preference
statements in natural language can be easier formulated in a qualitative way.
On the quantitative side, existing soft constraint approaches work well if the
CSP is known completely at design time. Designers can assign weights, categorize
constraints into a hierarchy or assign coherent coefficients that yield acceptable
solutions. However, assigning penalties that express preferences correctly is not
straightforward in systems of several dozen constraints, in open-world scenarios, or
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dynamic CSPs [16]. Constraints may be added or removed at runtime to generate
new CSPs [8, 2]. New constraints can change the system considerably and assigning
penalties can become difficult, usually requiring manual intervention.
The decision whether a constraint is hard or soft and how important it is results
from a “preference elicitation” process (see, e.g., [12]) and uses techniques from
decision analysis. A fixed quantitative model performs poorly when autonomous
agents face new situations and need to change their preferences [9]. In particular,
numerical mappings lose underlying rationales.
Thus, we suggest constraint relationships as the elicited preference model being
abstracted from numerical values to keep original motivations and facilitate changes.
To use our preference formalism with existing solvers, we give a transformation that
preserves the desired dominance property (see Sect. 2.1) into a k-weighted CSPs.
The resulting problem is then solved by weighted CSP solvers or encoding weights
as penalties in a constraint satisfaction optimization approach.
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Several AI preference formalisms have been devised [15]. Among these are several
kinds of soft constraints such as Fuzzy CSP [10, 12] or Weighted CSP (WCSP) [20]
as well as other mechanisms like conditional preference networks (CP-nets) [5] or
constraint hierarchies [4].
Generic frameworks for soft constraints such as c-semirings [3] or valued constraints [19] have been proposed to design generic algorithms and prove useful
properties over a common structure. Assignments are labeled with preference levels
or violation degrees that are combined using a specific operator to find preferred
solutions. Formally, a c-semiring hE, +s , ×s , 0, 1i comprises a set of preference levels E; a binary operation +s closed in E used to compare assignments (defining
e ≥s e0 ↔ e +s e0 = e) for which 0 is a neutral element (i.e., e +s 0 = e) and 1 is
an annihilator (i.e., e +s 1 = 1); and a binary operation ×s also closed in E used to
combine preference levels where 0 is an annihilator and 1 a neutral element.
In WCSPs, a cost function is provided for each constraint. The function assigns a
weight from R≥0 to each tuple of values. Solving a WCSP then consists of minimizing
the sum of weights of all violated constraints. This basic form has been refined to
k-weighted CSPs that include a special weight k for hard constraints, meaning that
assignments over k are unacceptable [14]. The resulting c-semiring is then defined as
h0..k, min, +k , k, 0i (with 0..k = {0, . . . , k} and x +k y = min{k, x + y}) which is the
instance we will use to denote the preference semantics of constraint relationships.
Outside the class of soft constraint problems, in constraint hierarchies [4], constraints are categorized into strict levels, represented as sets H0 , . . . , Hn in which
constraints in Hi take precedence over constraints in Hi+1 (that is, level i dominates
level i + 1). Valid solutions fulfill all constraints in H0 and as many as possible
in the dominated levels. Constraint hierarchies offer a similar design paradigm to
constraint relationships. This formalism is suited well for problems that incorporate
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a “totalitarian” semantics [7] — i.e., it is better to satisfy a very important constraint
rather than many less important ones. We argue that different semantics are required
for other, more “egalitarian” problem classes. In constraint relationships, indifference
is expressed by leaving out orderings — hierarchies only enable this for constraints
on the same level. Furthermore, we show in Sect. 2.2 that constraint relationships
can express a particular class of constraint hierarchies, viz. locally-predicate-better
hierarchies, but model additional solution preferences.
CP-nets [6] are a qualitative tool to represent preferences over assignments by
specifying orders over domain values. They intend to reduce the complexity of all
possible preference orderings by structuring the variables according to their mutual
impact. Concretely, it is assumed, that only some variable assignments affect the
preference order on the domain values of others. Given this structural information
about influences, a decision maker is asked to explicitly specify her preferences over
the values of a variable X for each assignment to its parent variables, i.e., the ones
that affect the preference on the domain of X. Hence, a set of total orders on the values
of finite domains is kept for every variable in a conditional preference table. Lifting
these orders to solutions generally results in a preorder [18]. While many real-world
examples can be adequately modeled using CP-nets if user preferences on the actual
values can be elicited [6], we argue that for complex constraint networks with infinite
domains it is easier to make generalizing statements [7] that refer to a coarser level
of granularity — preferences on constraints rather than on domain values for single
variables. As the number of constraints is arguably lower than the number of variables
and possible domain values for larger problems, the definition of preferences over
constraints simplifies the preference elicitation problem considerably. Whereas CPnets offer efficient solving algorithms due to the extensional structure of variables
and values, our approach works with intensional constraints as well. A comparison
to CP-nets can be found in Sect. 2.3.

Pr
e

We follow and extend the definitions for classical constraint networks and soft
constraints used in [15].
A constraint network hX, D,Ci is given by a finite set X = {x1 , . . . , xn } of n
variables; a set D = {D1 , . . . , Dn } of corresponding domains such that xi takes values
from Di ; and a finite set C of constraints. Each c ∈ C is given by a pair (r, v) where
v ⊆ X = sc(c) represents the scope of the constraint and r ⊆ ∏xi ∈v Di = rl(c) is a
relation containing the allowed combinations for c. We distinguish between hard
constraints Ch ⊆ C and soft constraints Cs ⊆ C, such that Ch ∪Cs = C and Ch ∩Cs = 0.
/
Assignments are tuples tV ∈ ∏xi ∈V Di with V ⊆ X. If W ⊆ V , tV [W ] returns the
projection of a tuple containing only elements in W . An assignment is complete if
V = X, and partial otherwise. A constraint c ∈ C is fully assigned by tV if sc(c) ⊆ V .
An assignment is consistent with c if c is fully assigned by tV and tV [sc(c)] ∈ rl(c);
we then write tV |= c. An assignment is a solution if ∀c ∈ Ch : tV |= c. We often omit
the variables from assignments and write t instead of tV .
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A weighted constraint network hX, D,C, wi is given by a constraint network
hX, D,Ci and a weighting function and w : C → R≥0 . The weight of an assignment
tV is the combined weight of all unsatisfied constraints: w(tV ) = ∑c∈C:tV 6|=c w(c). The
purpose of a weighted CSP is to find assignments having minimal weight.
We write C10 ]C20 to denote the disjoint union of C10 and C20 , where we require that
0
C1 ∩C20 = 0.
/
A binary relation Q ⊆ M × M on a set M is asymmetric if (m, m0 ) ∈ Q implies that
(m0 , m) ∈
/ Q; it is transitive if (m, m0 ) ∈ Q and (m0 , m00 ) ∈ Q implies (m, m00 ) ∈ Q; it
is a partial order relation if it is asymmetric and transitive. The transitive closure
of Q, denoted by Q+ , is inductively defined by the rules that (a) if (m, m0 ) ∈ Q, then
(m, m0 ) ∈ Q+ and (b) if (m, m0 ) ∈ Q and (m0 , m00 ) ∈ Q+ , then (m, m00 ) ∈ Q+ .
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A set of constraint relationships for the soft constraints Cs of a constraint network
hX, D,Ci is given by a binary asymmetric relation R ⊆ Cs × Cs whose transitive
closure R+ is a partial order relation. We write c0 ≺R c or c R c0 iff (c, c0 ) ∈ R to
define c to be more important than c0 , analogously for R+ . If c0 ≺R c we call c0 a
direct predecessor, if c0 ≺R+ c a transitive predecessor of c. Moreover, we refer to
the constraint relationship graph as the directed graph spanned by hCs , Ri.

in

2.1 Semantics of Dominance Properties
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We have defined constraint relationships syntactically as a relation that denotes
some constraint being “more important” than another one. However, we need to
express how much more important a constraint is than another one in order to address
questions such as “Is it better to satisfy a more important constraint than all its less
important predecessors?”. Concretely, we examine ways to lift the binary relation
over soft constraints to sets of soft constraints that are violated by an assignment.
Such a violation set is denoted by capitalizing the letter used for the assignment; i.e.,
for some assignment t its violation set is T = {c ∈ Cs | t 6|= c}.
We consider several possibilities for worsening a violation set and will use T −→Rp
U to express that T is worsened to U by using the strategy or dominance property p.
All strategies share two generic rules that we present first. On the one hand, a set of
violated constraints T gets worse if some additional constraint c is violated:
T −→Rp T ] {c}

(W1)

On the other hand, worsening two independent parts of a violation set leads to a
worsening of the whole violation set: If T1 is worsened to U1 and T2 is worsened to
U2 , then T1 ] T2 is also worsened to U1 ]U2 :
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T1 −→Rp U1 T2 −→Rp U2
T1 ] T2 −→Rp U1 ]U2

(W2)

In fact, we can derive
T −→Rp T ] {c1 , . . . , ck }

(W1’)

We have T −→Rp T ] {c1 } by (W1) and 0/ −→Rp {c2 } again by (W1), and thus T −→Rp
T ] {c1 , c2 } by (W2), from which the result follows by induction.
We now introduce three particular dominance properties. In the first approach,
violating a less important constraint rather than an important one should be considered
better — ceteris paribus. We call this criterion single predecessor dominance (SPD):
T ] {c} −→SPD
T ] {c0 }
R

if c ≺R c0

(SPD)
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For instance, if Cs = {a, b} and a R b (constraint a is considered more valuable than
constraint b), {a} −→SPD
{a, b} by (W1) (with p = SPD), {b} −→SPD
{a} by (SPD).
R
R
Since SPD does not have a single constraint dominate a set of others it is well suited
for “egalitarian” problems. It is therefore similar to a MaxCSP instance where we
are interested in satisfying a large number of constraints rather than discriminating
strongly by their individual importance.
However, a stronger notion is needed when some constraints contribute more to
the quality of a solution than a whole set of others — in particular the constraints
that are explicitly denoted less important. This property is called direct predecessors
dominance (DPD) and is motivated by the fact that human preference decisions can
be intransitive [1]:
T ] {c1 , . . . , ck } −→DPD
T ] {c0 }
R

if ∀c ∈ {c1 , . . . , ck } : c ≺R c0

(DPD)

Pr
e
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For a minimal example, consider Cs = {a, b, c} and a R b, a R c. Then violating a
is more detrimental to a solution than any combination of b and c, e.g., {b, c} −→DPD
R
{a}. It follows by definition that T −→SPD
U implies T −→DPD
U.
R
R
The most “hierarchical” notion, transitive predecessors dominance, consists of
extending DPD to include transitive predecessors as well. It is motivated by the
natural extension of constraint relationships R to its transitive closure R+ to obtain
a partial order and the ability to express a subset of constraint hierarchies with
constraint relationships. Note that this property could also be achieved by using DPD
rules and R+ explicitly in the model:
T ] {c1 , . . . , ck } −→TPD
T ] {c0 }
R

if ∀c ∈ {c1 , . . . , ck } : c ≺R+ c0

(TPD)

If Cs = {a, b, c} and a R b, b R c, then {b, c} −→TPD
{a}, but also {c} −→TPD
R
R
DPD
TPD
{b}. Again, by definition T −→R U implies T −→R U. As mentioned before,
T −→TPD
U iff T −→DPD
R
R+ U.
Each relation −→Rp over assignments induced by the used semantics describes
how an assignment is worsened. It only is a partial order if the generating relation (R
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or R+ ) already is a partial order. In general, the relation does not need to be transitive
as this property is not required for R. Consider for example Cs = {a, b, c}, a R b,
b R c, and an SPD semantics; then {c} −→SPD
{b} and {b} −→SPD
{a}, but not
R
R
SPD
{c} −→R {a} since a 6R c.
We can enforce partial orders on assignments for each dominance property p ∈
{SPD, DPD, TPD}, denoted by t >Rp u and to be read as “t is better than u”, using
T (−→Rp )+ U (meaning repeated sequential application of the rules); we will prove
the asymmetry of these transitive closures in Sect. 3 using weights.

2.2 Connection to Constraint Hierarchies
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Constraint hierarchies [4] offer different comparators to discriminate solutions based
on their satisfaction degree of constraints at different levels given by an error function
and additional weights for constraints. Comparators are divided into locally better and
globally better. Locally better compares based on the error functions only, whereas
globally better predicates also take constraint-specific weights into account.
Error functions are either predicate functions, i.e., e(c,t) = 0 if t |= c, and 1
otherwise; or metric functions that give a continuous degree of violation (e.g., for
c , (X = Y ), e(c,t) could return the difference between the valuations of the variables
X and Y in t). Since our approach is not concerned with metric error functions or userdefined weights, we restrict ourselves to comparison with locally predicate better
(LPB) and show that these hierarchies can be encoded in constraint relationships. We
then show that constraint relationships generalize LPB-hierarchies by providing an
example that cannot be expressed by them.
First, consider the definition of LPB given by a constraint hierarchy H =
{H0 , . . . , Hn }. The operator >LPB compares two solutions t and u (the constraints in
H0 are taken to be the hard constraints) and t >LPB u should be read as “t is better
than u”; it is defined by

Pr
e

t >LPB u ↔ ∃k > 0 : (∀i ∈ 1..k − 1 : ∀c ∈ Hi : e(c,t) = e(c, u)) ∧
(∀c ∈ Hk : e(c,t) ≤ e(c, u)) ∧ (∃c ∈ Hk : e(c,t) < e(c, u))

Our encoding of the constraint hierarchy H in constraint relationships RH is
S
defined as follows: Ch = H0 , Cs = i∈1..n Hi , and
c RH c0 ↔ c ∈ Hi ∧ c0 ∈ Hi+1 .

We write Ti for all constraints in hierarchy level i that are violated by an assignment
t, i.e., Ti = {c ∈ Hi | t 6|= c} and, analogously, Ui for an assignment u; we abbreviate
S
k≤i≤l Ti by Tk..l .
Theorem 1. If t >LPB u, then T −→TPD
RH U.
Proof. Observe that e(c,t) < e(c, u) iff t |= c ∧ u 6|= c; and e(c,t) ≤ e(c, u) iff u |=
c → t |= c.
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Let t >LPB u; we have to show that T is worsened to U by application of TPDrules. Let k > 0 be such that (*) ∀i ∈ 1..k − 1 : ∀ci ∈ Hi : t |= ci ↔ u |= ci , (**) ∀ck ∈
Hk : u |= ck → t |= ck , and let c ∈ Hk such that t |= c ∧ u 6|= c. By (*) we have that
T1..k−1 = U1..k−1 . Furthermore, T1..k ⊆ U1..k \ {c} since T1..k−1 = U1..k−1 , ∀ck ∈ Hk :
t 6|= ck → u 6|= ck by (**), and c ∈
/ T1..k . In particular, T1..k ⊆ U1..k \ {c} ⊆ U1..n \ {c}.
If T1..k = U1..n \ {c}, then T = T1..k ] Tk+1..n −→TPD
RH T1..k ] {c} = U by (TPD), since
all constraints in Tk+1..n are transitively dominated by c ∈ Hk . If T1..k ( U1..n \ {c},
then T1..k −→TPD
RH U1..n \ {c} by (W1’); applying rule (TPD) in (W2), we again have
T = T1..k ] Tk+1..n −→TPD
t
u
RH (U1..n \ {c}) ] {c} = U.

2.3 Connection to CP-Nets
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Conversely, Fig. 1(a) shows a constraint relationship problem that is not expressible in LPB hierarchies. Let H : {a, b, c, d, e} → N \ {0} be a mapping from the
constraints to their respective hierarchy levels. We consider solutions that only satisfy
one constraint and violate all others and write a for “a solution satisfying only a”. We
show that every admissible choice of H introduces too much ordering: The constraint
relationships require a to be better than b which in turn should be better than c, thus
we have to have H(a) < H(b) < H(c). Since we expect a to be better than d as well,
but require b and d to be incomparable, H(d) has to be equal to H(b). Similarly, H(e)
has to be H(c) as e and c should be incomparable. But then b would be better than e,
a relation that is explicitly not modeled in the underlying constraint relationships.
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CP-nets [6] specify total orders over the domain of a variable depending on an assignment to other variables in a conditional preference table. Concretely, a preference
statement for a variable y is written as x1 = d1 , . . . , xn = dn : y = w1  · · ·  y = wk
where x1 , . . . , xn are the parent variables of y and w1 , . . . , wk are all domain values
of y given in a total order . Such an order needs to be specified for all assignments to x1 , . . . , xn . A preference statement should be interpreted as “Given that
x1 = d1 , . . . , xn = dn , all other variables being equally assigned, prefer a solution that
assigns wi to y over one that assigns w j to y iff i > j” which is the ceteris paribus
assumption. The change of value for y from wi to w j is then called a “worsening flip”.
A complete assignment t to the variables of a CP-net is preferred to another one, say
t 0 , if t 0 can be obtained from t via a sequence of worsening flips [15].
On the one hand, the induced “better-as” relation on assignments need not be a
partial order since cycles may arise [5]. By contrast, constraint relationships always
lead to a partial order >Rp on assignments. On the other hand, CP-nets cannot express
all partial orders on assignments [18]. Consider the minimal example depicted in
Fig. 1(b): X = {x1 , x2 }, D1 = D2 = {0, 1}. The proposed solution order cannot be
expressed in CP-nets since x1 = 1, x2 = 0 and x1 = 1, x2 = 1 differ only by the assignment of x2 and have to be comparable because of the total order requirement and
ceteris paribus semantics in CP-nets. But this solution ordering is easily expressible
in constraint relationships defining a constraint for each possible assignment.
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Thus, the two frameworks are incomparable regarding the solution order. An extension, however, of the constraint relationship approach with conditional statements
as in CP-nets might turn out to be fruitful.

3 Transforming Constraint Relationships into Weighted CSPs
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Once the constraint problem and its constraint relationships are defined and the
dominance property is chosen, we want to apply this information by transforming it
into a k-weighted CSP that we can solve with standard solvers.
For a given CSP hX, D,Ci, a set of constraint relationships R, and a dominance
property p ∈ {SPD, DPD, TPD}, we devise a weighting function wRp : C → N \ {0}
which we prove to be strictly monotonic w.r.t. to the dominance property p for
soft constraints in the sense that ∑c∈T wRp (c) < ∑c∈U wRp (c) if t >Rp u. For each hard
constraint c ∈ Ch , we set wRp (c) = kRp with kRp = 1 + ∑c∈Cs wRp (c); therefore a solution
of hX, D,Ci satisfying only hard constraints still has a combined weight less than kRp .
p
In particular, we thus can use the c-semiring h0..kRp , min, +kR , kRp , 0i for solving the
soft-constraint problem, where solvers are readily available. However, it has to be
noted that using such weights all solutions become comparable due to the totality
of the order on the accumulated weights, though different solutions may show the
same accumulated weight. This “defect” is not an inherent property of constraint
relationships and their induced orderings on solutions, but is an artifact of the
transformation into k-weighted CSPs. It would be interesting to find a c-semiring for
representing constraint relationships that does not introduce such artificial orderings.
Each wRp will be defined recursively relying on the weights of predecessors w.r.t.
R to have been already calculated. This is well defined since C and hence R are
finite and R+ is a partial order (i.e., the graph of R+ is acyclic). Algorithmically, the
weights can be determined in a bottom-up fashion or using a depth-first strategy.
For establishing the respective strict monotonicity properties, let WRp (T ) =
p
p
p
p
p
∑c∈T wR (c); we then have to prove WR (T ) < WR (U) if t >R u. Since >R is dep +
fined via (−→R ) and all dominance properties are defined inductively by rules, it
suffices to show WRp (T ) < WRp (U) for each rule application T −→Rp U.

a

b

d

c

e

(a) A set of constraint relationships not
expressible in LPB-hierarchies

x1 = 0, x2 = 0
x1 = 1, x2 = 1

x1 = 1, x2 = 0

x1 = 0, x2 = 1
(b) Desired solution order, x1 = 0, x2 = 0
should be the best.

Fig. 1: Constraint Relationships compared to other formalisms
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Rule (W1) says that T −→Rp T ] {c}; and indeed, WRp (T ) < WRp (T ] {c}), since
all weights are in N \ {0}. Rule (W2) has the premises Ti −→Rp Ui for i ∈ {1, 2};
these amount to the assumptions WRp (Ti ) < WRp (Ui ), from which we can conclude
that WRp (T1 ] T2 ) = WRp (T1 ) +WRp (T2 ) < WRp (U1 ) +WRp (U2 ) = WRp (U1 ]U2 ). It thus
remains to prove the strict monotonicity of (SPD), (DPD), and (TPD).
Single predecessor dominance. For SPD, we propose the function that takes the
maximum weight of its predecessors and adds 1 (we take max(0)
/ to be 0):
SPD 0
0
0
wSPD
R (c) = 1 + max{wR (c ) | c ∈ Cs : c R c }

for c ∈ Cs .
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This mapping is indeed strictly monotonic for applications of rule (SPD): Let T ]
SPD 0
SPD (T ]
{c} −→SPD
T ] {c0 } with c ≺R c0 . Then wSPD
R
R (c) < wR (c ) and hence WR
SPD
SPD
SPD
SPD
0
SPD
0
{c}) = WR (T ) + wR (c) < WR (T ) + wR (c ) = WR (T ] {c }).
Direct predecessors dominance. For DPD we take the sum of weights of all predecessors and add 1 (summation over an empty index set is taken to be 0):
DPD 0
wDPD
R (c) = 1 + ∑c0 ∈Cs :cR c0 wR (c ) for c ∈ Cs .

in
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Rule (DPD) requires that violating a single constraint is worse than violating all its
direct predecessors and hence this weight assignment assures that the weight of a
constraint is strictly greater than the sum of the set of all its direct predecessors. In
fact, for strict monotonicity, let T ] {c1 , . . . , ck } −→DPD
T ] {c0 } with ci ≺R c0 for all
R
DPD
DPD
DPD ({c0 }),
1 ≤ i ≤ k. Then WR ({c1 , . . . , ck }) = ∑1≤i≤k wR (ci ) < wDPD
R (c) = WR
DPD
DPD
DPD
0
by definition of wR , and WR (T ] {c1 , . . . , ck }) < WR (T ] {c }).
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Transitive predecessors dominance. Analogous to the DPD case, a TPD preserving weight assignment function wTPD
needs to make sure that wTPD
R
R (c) >
TPD
0
∑c0 ∈Cs :cR+ c0 wR (c ). Since, as mentioned in Sect. 2.1, TPD is DPD for R+ , the
function wDPD
R+ would suffice. However, we can avoid computing the transitive closure
of R by using the following function that also only depends on the direct predecessors:
TPD 0
wTPD
R (c) = 1 + ∑c0 ∈Cs :cR c0 (2 · wR (c ) − 1) for c ∈ Cs .

TPD 0
We can establish that wTPD
R (c) ≥ 1 + ∑c0 ∈Cs :cR+ c0 wR (c ) for all c ∈ Cs with this
definition by induction over the number of transitive predecessors of c: If {c0 ∈ Cs |
0
c R+ c} = 0,
/ then wTPD
6 0/
R (c) = 1 and thus the claim holds. Let {c ∈ Cs | c R+ c} =
TPD
0
TPD
00
and assume that wR (c ) ≥ 1 + ∑c00 ∈Cs :c0 R+ c00 wR (c ) holds for all c0 ∈ Cs such
TPD 0
that c R c0 . Then wTPD
R (c) ≥ 1 + ∑c0 ∈Cs :cR+ c0 wR (c ).
In summary, we have

Theorem 2. If t >Rp u, then WRp (T ) < WRp (U) for p ∈ {SPD, DPD, TPD}.

t
u

In particular, >Rp is asymmetric for p ∈ {SPD, DPD, TPD} since the order < on
the weights is asymmetric: If we would have t >Rp u and u >Rp t, then WRp (T ) < WRp (U)
and WRp (U) < WRp (T ) by the theorem, which is impossible.
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4 Example Scenario – Ski Day Planner
We demonstrate an application of constraint relationships using a simplified fictional
scenario. First, we show how varying sets of relationships lead to different preferred
assignments. Then we discuss changing constraints and preferences.
Consider an application that guides travelers exploring a new ski area by offering
a plan for a ski day. Each skier has different priorities that can be set interactively.
Assume the following soft constraints are defined on the set of possible tours (that
need to respect hard constraints such as weather induced blockages or daylight time):
Avoid black slopes (ABS): Beginners avoid difficult (marked “black”) slopes.
Variety (VT): Different slopes should be explored.
Fun-park (FP): A feature for Freestyle fans
Little Wait (LW): Impatient visitors prefer not to wait too long at a lift.
Only Easy Slopes (OE): People restrict their tours to easy (“blue”) slopes.
Lunch Included (LI): Some travelers enjoy a good mountain dish.

nl
y

–
–
–
–
–
–

For clarity, we abstract from details such as concrete tuple representations and
leave hard constraints aside by assuming the following three assignments are solutions
but differ in their performance on soft constraints.
(1)

tO

(1)

– tX |= {LW, OE, LI, FP} ∧ tX 6|= {VT, ABS}
(2)
(2)
– tX |= {VT} ∧ tX 6|= {FP, ABS, LW, LI, OE}
(3)
(3)
– tX |= {OE, FP, ABS, LI} ∧ tX 6|= {VT, LW}
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Assume three personas as prototypical customers: Skier A is impatient, skilled in
skiing, wants to explore a fun-park but is not afraid of difficult slopes or needs lunch
since he wants his workout. Boarder B is an explorer, she wants a large number of
different slopes (except for black ones) but accepts to wait. Rookie C started skiing
and wants to avoid black slopes. He appreciates a tour of easy slopes and lunch.
Figure 2 depicts corresponding constraint relationship graphs extracted from
this description and Tab. 1 shows how the assignments are evaluated using these

11/8/3

LW

1

ABS

2

FP

VT

OE

42/15/5 4/3/3

1

(a) Graph of skier A

23/8/5

VT

2

FP

2

LI

5/4/3

8/4/4

ABS

4/3/3

LI

ABS

LW

13/7/4

OE

VT

2

1
4/3/3

LI

2

LW

(b) Graph for boarder B

OE

FP

1

(c) Graph for rookie C

Fig. 2: The constraint relationship graphs for each persona. Double borders indicate
that this constraint was violated in the TPD-preferred assignment according to
Tab. 1(c). Weights are printed for TPD/DPD/SPD, only one number indicates that
the weights are equal for all dominance semantics.
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Table 1: Different tours rated by different relationship graphs.
(1)
tX
(2)
tX
(3)
tX

A B
3 8
9 13
5 7

C
7
16
5

(a) SPD semantics

(1)
tX
(2)
tX
(3)
tX

A B C
3 11 17
14 13 30
10 10 5

(b) DPD semantics

(1)
tX
(2)
tX
(3)
tX

A
3
17
13

B C
27 44
19 65
25 6

(c) TPD semantics

Changing Preferences

tO

nl
y

relationships. Every user favors a different assignment. A indicated little interest in
variety, avoiding black slopes or easy tracks and got the only assignment that does
not require waiting. Similarly, we get a match for B’s requirements and do not force
C to take difficult slopes. The calculated assignment winners thus make sense and
show how the different graphs influence the decision process to a strong degree.
Interestingly for B, the selected dominance property affects the preferred solution.
(2)
Since tX only satisfies VT and violates the 5 other constraints, it is considered
(3)
worse than tX in SPD and DPD semantics. However, as VT is the most important
(2)
constraint for B and is only satisfied by tX , in a TPD semantics this solution is still
preferred over the others satisfying more constraints.
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In multi-agent-systems, agents change their goals depending on their perceived
environmental situation [9]. Similarly, our personas may change their constraint
relationships given new circumstances.
Assume C has gotten enough practice such that avoiding black slopes is not as
important as before — but he refuses to wait. Hence, the edge ABS R LW gets
(1)
inverted, making LW the most important constraint. Assignment tX is the only one
that has a route without much waiting — and it is now favored by C (see Figure 3).
Changing Constraints

In open-world scenarios and dynamic CSPs, the set of constraints frequently changes.
Assume that slopes have been evaluated for beautiful landscapes (BL) and foggy
slopes (FS) can be avoided.
Given that A does not care too much about landscapes it is safe to assume that
those constraints would be ranked even less important than LI. Boarder B, however,
does care about BL and marks them more important than FS, FP, and ABS. Assume
(1)
(2)
(3)
further that tX |= {BL, FS}, tX |= {FS} and tX |= {FS}.
(1)
(3)
(2)
It is easy to calculate that A still ranks tX >TPD
tX >TPD
tX even though
R
R
different numeric values are placed. For B the situation is different, as BL is only
(1)
satisfied by tX which is why it would then be the preferred solution of B.
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35/12/5 73/15/6
5/4/3

LI

13/7/4
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LW

OE

(1)
tX
(2)
tX
(3)
tX

VT

2
FP

1

(a) Graph for rookie C new

C new
7
19
8

(b) SPD semantics

(1)
tX
(2)
tX
(3)
tX

C new
14
39
17

(1)
tX
(2)
tX
(3)
tX

C new
35
127
75

(c) DPD semantics (d) TPD semantics

(1)

Fig. 3: After adaption, tX is now preferred by rookie C

5 Conclusions and Future Work
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We have presented constraint relationships, an approach to flexibly and intuitively
express preferences over constraints in a qualitative way. Constraint relationships
establish a partial preference order on the constraints that can be transformed into a kweighted CSP while preserving dominance properties. The process is tool-supported
and can be applied to static and dynamic problems. Classical solution algorithms for
weighted CSPs or off-the-shelf constraint optimizers can be used to solve the resulting
problem. We showed a typical example that benefits from constraint relationships.
The approach is especially well-suited for applications in which constraints are
added and changed at runtime. As we are mainly concerned with the engineering
of self-adaptive systems, we are going to apply the approach to the dynamic adaptation of CSPs that occur in these systems. From a theoretical standpoint, we want
to explore different dominance properties and find a minimal c-semiring that respects the rules presented in this paper — but does not introduce any additional
ordering relation unlike the k-weighted c-semiring which makes any two solutions
comparable. Additionally, we want to examine how constraint relationships can
contribute to preference elicitation or preference learning. In particular, elicitation of
constraint relationships by comparing solutions satisfying different soft constraints
using abductive reasoning is planned.
Currently, we are looking into the use of constraint relationships to synthesize
sub-models into a global CSP in a multi-agent-system. Such a process allows the
combination of characteristics of individual agents that are not known at design time
into a common model that can then be solved centrally. One of the applications of
this technique are decentralized energy management systems [21] in which power
plants are combined in a self-organizing fashion to satisfy a changing power load.
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